WEB FILTERING & FIREWALL

SERVICE BRIEF

Web Filtering & Firewall
Protect your infrastructure with enterprise-level security for small and
medium-sized businesses.
Protect your Network
from Unsafe Web Content

Enterprise-Level Firewall for
a Fraction of the Cost

Features

Reinforce your network by preventing
inappropriate content from entering your
IT infrastructure.

Cost-effective solutions give you the protection
you need without breaking the bank.

 Enterprise-Level Firewall Solution

Prevent your
employees from
accessing unsafe
web content
without keeping
them from
accessing sites
and services
necessary for
their daily tasks.
With Argentum IT's Content Filtering solution,
you can have precise control over the sites to
which your users can go. Group policies can keep
certain employees from accessing sites like
Facebook and YouTube, ensuring a more
productive environment, and you can completely
filter out sites that are distasteful for the work
environment. The intelligent filtering system will
automatically detect inappropriate content and
block it, so you don't need to manually enter in
banned sites. Best of all, the system has a nearly
nonexistent footprint, unlike software filters that
bog down your client workstations. If you have an
old workstation that isn't being used, ask us
about configuring it as your content filter to save
you the cost of purchasing new hardware.

Add an extra layer of protection to your entire
network infrastructure by integrating a secure
firewall solution. Argentum IT’s firewall is your
infrastructure’s first line of defense against
damaging viruses and malware, effectively
shielding your data from online threats.
Your end-users can say goodbye to sluggish
workstations and annoying access requests, and
you can attain peace of mind by knowing your
network is protected by only the most powerful
of security solutions.

“Reclaim your network with
Argentum IT’s
Web Filtering Solution.”
Other Security Solutions
Offered Include:







Antivirus
Anti-malware
Spam Protection
Virtual Private Networks (VPN)
Backup and Disaster Recovery (BDR)

 Completely Managed with
Comprehensive Support

 Protection from Malware, Viruses,
Data Breaches, and More

 Filter Unsafe or Inappropriate Web
Content

 Blacklist Time-Wasting Websites

Benefits
 Integrate a powerful first line of
defense against common threats.

 Hardware-based protection means
no processor-intensive workstation
clients to run.

 Automatically block adult content
and other unsafe material to protect
your company’s network
and reputation.

 Blacklist certain sites like Facebook
and YouTube for some while still
enabling your marketing team to
utilize them.

 Comply with HIPAA regulations.
 Protect your network without
slowing down operations.
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